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What do you need to know?
You’ll be able to identify:


 University activities impacted by export   
control regulations.


 When to add Restricted Party Screening (RPS)
to your processes


 When to contact UECP.



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This week Brek Thompson asked me- How will this presentation make participants’ jobs easier?  That’s a really good (and loaded) question, because export controls can be kind of overwhelming and when people hear there is more to do, that can be concerning….  But, don’t panic.   This may not make your job EASIER, but it will help you to do your job better.   You will do your job better because you will gain insights to federal regulations impacting activities that I am certain impact everyone in this room.  That awareness will help to protect your unit, department, or college from inadvertent legal violations.And even better, you don’t have to do any of this alone.  You have support.  There are quite a few of you in this room who already work with our team who can serve as resources as well as the University Export Control Program.(30 Sec)







• Conducting research


• International travel 


• Publishing research 


• Procurement


Activities with Export Control Implications


• International shipments 


• Hiring/sponsoring foreign persons 


• Collaborations with non-U.S. 
individuals, universities, or entities 


• Non-disclosure agreements & 
Contracts
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Presentation Notes

You need to know that these 8 campus activities intersect with EC regulations.  Please raise your hand if your unit/department/or college does at least one of these activities?  Keep it up if you do two, three, four…etcGreat!  Today we will take a look at the EC implications of each of these activities.(45 Sec)







International Activities


Travel


Collaborations, 
Agreements, 
Contracts


Shipping


Employ 
Abroad


Work with Foreign 
Nationals on Campus
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Presentation Notes

Last semester UECP conducted a brief survey to obtain insights to participants’ perceptions of:Unit/Department/College engagement in international activities Understanding of how export control regulations intersect with those activitiesExperience and knowledge of Restricted Party Screenings, Technology Control Plans, and federal sanctions.Thank you to the sixty participants representing 11 colleges and administrative units!83% indicated engagement with international travel for research, conferences, or meetings. 77% are working with foreign nationals on campus (including international faculty, scholars, DCCs, and visitors).  12% indicated hiring foreign nationals abroad, which as we expand our global operation with micro-campuses, study abroad sites, and other activities is likely to expand.  HR has formed a “remote employment” committee to look at the implications.63% establish some type of formal arrangements with international entities through MOUs, agreements, and contracts.35% engage in international shipping.  This has recently also yielded many questions directed recently to our office.There were a handful of “others” (in the light blue) and two response of “None” (dark blue)(1 min)







1. Different responses
2. No international engagement?
3. Low cross-campus experience or knowledge of 


RPS/Visual Compliance
4. Application of Export Control regulations to: 
 Payments to foreign entities
 Hiring/Sponsoring
 Travel & Research
 Collaboration
 Shipping


Survey Shows…
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I’d like to share with you a few interesting points from the survey.  Something that surprised me was that when multiple people from the same dept/unit responded their responses were often different, indicating that there might not always be complete awareness to the activities in which our units are engaging.  In one case someone indicated the dept/college engaged in none of the activities, but someone else from the same dept/college indicated at least one…It also surprised me that some units indicated no international activities (including travel).  Knowing that the group did have international travel, this goes back to #1.Also unanticipated to us was how few participants indicated familiarity or engagement with Restricted Party Screening (RPS).  66% reported minimal to no experience or knowledge with screenings or Visual Compliance (the tool that UA uses to run these screenings).  I’ll go into it a bit more shortly, but RPS is a quick and easy process that can prevent illegal or otherwise risky financial transactions.54% of participants indicated no to minimal understanding of how export control regulations apply to payments to foreign entities.      63% indicated no-minimal understanding of how export control regulations apply to hiring or sponsoring foreign nationals (including DCCs)      Now for some good news!  57% of participants indicated extensive or moderate understanding of how regulations apply to travel & research abroad.	and while 55% indicated minimal to no understanding of how regulations apply to collaborations & agreements, the majority of those who indicated working with agreements had a moderate understanding	and 65% indicated minimal to no understanding of how regulations apply to shipping; the majority of those who indicated doing shipping had a moderate understanding(3-5 mins)







Survey Conclusions
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We need to talk more…Just like we have “Tucson Meet Yourself” to get to know our community, this survey revealed that we might need to have some internal discussions about how our units and colleges are engaging internationally.  This will help us to identify gaps in support, knowledge, training and help everyone do their job better.Our office works closely with colleges that do a lot of applied research, but we need to also work across campus to increase awareness and mitigation of risks associated with international collaborations, hiring, shipping & purchasing.So, that is the reason that we are here today, to start this dialogue.(1 min)
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Presentation Notes

To say export controls is kind of complicated is a bit of an understatement…  Whenever Kay and I talk about export control presentations, training, topics, I feel like this is our discussions might look…  By the way, there are a lot of really beautiful winding road images on Bing...(sec)
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Presentation Notes

Since we only have a brief time together this morning and I want to also address any questions that arise, the goal today is not to take in all the scenic detours so you could leave this room an expert, but as I said, to start a conversation we hope to continue this year AND after looking at those survey results, for NO ONE to leave saying they have NO understanding or knowledge of how export control regulations may impact our campus activities.Some of you here today already have a lot of understanding and knowledge about these topics.  For you, I hope you will help fill in any gaps, share your experiences, and gain some new insights.If you aren’t already and want to learn more, we would love to have you become an export control liaison.  We plan to hold more meetings this year to share insights, concerns, and go into more depth on these topics (and more).(30 sec)







EXPORT CONTROLS
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Presentation Notes

In a nutshell-Export Controls are the federal regulations established to protect national security and foreign policy with the intent to control WHAT sensitive items a foreign person may access and WHO we do business with.(15 sec)
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Sec







Federal Agencies
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Presentation Notes

The first part of the “export controls in a nutshell” said “Export Controls are the federal regulations established to protect national security and foreign policy.”Some other agencies, such as Customs and Border Protection are also involved, but these are the three federal agencies producing and overseeing export control regulations related to export control.  The mandate of each agency differs and this chart provides a good overview of who oversees which aspect of export controls.1 min







What is Controlled/Regulated?
• Distribution of:


• Technical Assistance to foreign nationals


Technology
Technical Data


Hardware Equipment Materials Software
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Presentation Notes

Back to the nutshell, Export Controls are the federal regulations established to protect national security and foreign policy with the intent “to control WHAT sensitive items a foreign person may access”It might be easier to give you a sense of what is not controlled…  items such as children’s books, maps, music, and information that is already in the public domain items are not subject to export control regulations.  That leaves a lot that is subject to regulation…These items include- Technology or Technical data, which for our purposes today is the information necessary for multiple actions, including development, production, and use of an itemComputer Hardware can be the types of computers that we have sitting on our desks, but generally these are specially designed/higher power than what we probably are using.  Equipment include instruments, tools, prototypes, or “components”. Sensors, amplifiers, micro transistors, spectrometers, and navigation systems are examples.Materials include chemicals, microorganisms, toxins, and biohazards and itemsSoftware includes source and object code that is not open-source.As you can see, practically everything is subject to regulation and are classified as “Export Administration Regulations (EAR)” or “International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)”.  Items that are ITAR are defense articles/services/related technical data.  ITAR items include firearms, rockets, explosives, aircraft, nuclear weapons, and biotoxins. If an item or project is classified as ITAR it the more restrictive of the two classifications, making it most difficult (in some cases even impossible) to include a Foreign Person, requiring authorization for non-US Persons’ access.  Now when you hear international traffic in arms, you might think of arms dealers…  It also applies to some work that we do on campus.  Labs that work with chemicals that are explosives (or components of), create source code for navigation equipment with marine application, or use spectrometers for the detection of biotoxins- are subject to these restrictions.EAR items are considered “Dual Use”, with military AND COMMERCIAL applications.  These are less restrictive than ITAR and Foreign Persons from certain countries may not require authorization.Obviously those in applied fields are primarily impacted.  But, equipment and materials such as spectrometers, chemicals, sensors, GPS equipment, and more is used across campus. A lot of items have commercial and military implications/uses and/or innovative technology and associated data that providing national economic advantage, many are considered EAR 99 and generally do not have restrictions, unless sanctioned countries are involved.  So while traveling with a clean laptop and cell phone to most countries is not subject to restrictions, sanctions imposed upon Cuba require that our travelers have paperwork when traveling with that same laptop and cell phone when going to Cuba.Regulations require the control of distribution (or “export”) of these items to people who are not US citizens or permanent residents (called non-US persons) and organizations, businesses, universities or other entities not incorporated within the U.S.. It then makes sense that technical assistance (in the US or abroad) to foreign nationals of these items (in addition to information concerning the design, development, creation of these items is also subject to regulation �The US is not the only country with such regulations.5 mins







“Foreign Person”


Non-U.S. Person: 
• No US Citizenship/Permanent Resident Status
• Foreign Organization
• Employer
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I had indicated controls applied to access by a foreign person. What does that mean?  Generally it is a person who is not US Citizen/Permanent Resident OR an entity (organization, business, university, etc.) that is not incorporated in the US OR a US Person working on behalf of a foreign employer30 sec







You said “access”… What IS an Export?!?
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Presentation Notes

The nutshell explanation used “access” because “export” is often conflated with shipping…  Shipping is just one aspect of export control…Sec







An “Export” is Like Access


The transfer of export-controlled information, technical data, 
technology, commodities or software to a non-U.S. person.
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Presentation Notes

Given this definition (and image) what are some ways exports might occur?Email, shipping, face-to-face, visual inspection, Information at conferences, through foreign collaborations, Hand-carried items and technical information (laptops, drawings, schematics) taken outside the U.S.Does this only occur at international locations?“Deemed Exports” occur domestically.30 Sec







What Else is Regulated?


Payments & Services with denied entities or 
sanctioned countries



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Back to the nutshell, the last part was “WHO we do business with.”  By who, I mean individuals and entities.  If you are from the College of Humanities, SBS, Education, Architecture, Fine Arts, Law, Honors, Eller, Nursing, Medicine, Pharmacy, or Public Health you might have seen the previous slide concerning items subject to regulations and thought “We don’t have items that are likely to fall under regulations; this doesn’t apply to me!”…  This probably does…A great example of providing a service occurred a few years ago when a professor, unable to travel officially to Iran opted to create an online conference with Zoom so that her Iranian counterparts could participate.  Unfortunately, while this did not involve export-controlled information or payments, it was considered a service to a sanctioned country.  The DoS & Commerce which oversee the ITAR and EAR respectively are involved, but the Dept of Treasure, Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) oversees economic and trade sanctions, publishes lists of prohibited transactions of value with certain countries or individuals.  Knowing if an individual or company is listed is important to preventing prohibited transactions (unless authorized).  To make matters more interesting, there are other agencies with lists of restrictions on individuals and entities. Conducting Restricted Party Screenings helps to confirm there are no restrictions before working with an individual, university, company, or organization.  2 min







Restricted Party Screening
(RPS)


Identifies restrictions of working with 
certain individuals/entities.
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Presentation Notes

As I had mentioned, U.S. government agencies maintain “lists” of individuals and entities both in the U.S. and whose U.S. export privileges have been blocked, restricted, or revoked.Financial dealings or export transactions with restricted entities and parties are prohibited without prior approval from the government agency.   UA uses the Descartes/Visual Compliance screening tool which provides dynamic screenings.1 min







This Means Attention to…
Sensitive/high value items and research


Individuals developing or using regulated 


“THEMS”


Information accessed or transported 


abroad


Providing & accepting payments
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Two things-When working with regulated items or projects, (technology, materials, equipment, hardware, software, or data) additional steps are necessary to confirm that exports (emails, shipping, discussions, presentations and publications, and other means of providing access) concerning these regulated items are legal.This entails looking holistically at our emails, what is published, who we are working with, what is presented, what is accessed outside of the U.S., 2.  When providing technical assistance, payments, or services, we need to confirm that it is legal to do so.This requires that organizations identify:Sensitive/High value items and end-products used and developed (this is easy on a university campus…)Includes for shipment/transportationWho is providing or accepting paymentsEveryone is involved in development items, or the use of regulated “THEMS”When/if/where protected information be accessed outside of the countryRestrictions transporting or shipping THEMS internationally?When a federal license is necessaryMeasures for protecting THEMS from unauthorized access (or export).3 mins
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Let’s go back to the campus activities to look at how we can work together to protect our activities and avoid crossing redlines…sec







Research
 Development/Creation/Renovation
 EAR/ITAR Technology, Hardware, 


Equipment, Materials, Software
 Foreign Persons or Entities 
 Sanctioned Countries
 Contractual Restrictions
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Research is tricky, because this activity easily engages all the campus activities that we have identified with export control implications.What do we need to consider to determine potential restrictions for research?Is something being created, significantly revised, or altered?  Maybe for a noncommercial purpose?Is something being provided/used/purchased/shipped that seems specialized or high-value and seems might be subject to EAR/ITAR?  Are foreign persons, organizations, universities or businesses involved?Are any of these from sanctioned countries?Is there a publication restriction?Currently, review of research is triggered when a contract/NDA, or other agreement comes through Sponsored Projects and Contracting Services. A checklist (available on our website) is used by the department, SPCS, and EC to obtain information for potential export control indicators. It helps us to identify each of these red flags on the slide.  This is standard processing for colleges/departments at greater risk for export-controlled research.Regardless of funding research needs to be assessed.  When something isn’t receiving external funding, is really where we could use your help.   Recently it was identified that a PhD student (employed with Raytheon) was working on a project subject to export controls.  This meant parts of his dissertation needed to be redacted from publication and his committee (all U.S. Persons) needed to sign an NDA indicating that they understood the information they were going to receive was restricted and could not be shared, particularly with non-US Persons.  So, if something is being internally (or not) funded, keep in mind it does not go through theIf you are in a college that doesn’t invlude Your attention to these scenarios and what is occurring in your department/college is extremely helpful to filling some of the gaps.3 mins







Research:  WHAT NOW?!?


? Item sensitive/high value?
? Data involved?
? Off-the-Shelf?
? Where are Foreign Persons or Entities? 
? Anything different about an agreement 


or restrictions?
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Okay, you identified at least one red flag…  Here are some questions you might use to gather more information.  Many of these are found on the online checklistThis first one can be tricky when we don’t know the items like our researchers, but they can often give us some insights.  Sometimes we can even get the export control classifications online or from the vendors.Are sharing or creations of blueprints, diagrams, models, formulae, designs, specifications, manuals, involved?Are the equipment, hardware, materials, or software off the shelf?  If so, less likely to have restrictions.  But, if it is difficult to purchase, seems really specialized, you are asked to sign an “End Use Agreement”, these are signs the items may be subject to regulations.Who is involved- who is sponsoring?  Collaborating?  Associated with the project?  And what are these individuals’ citizenship/permanent resident status?  Are any involved organizations not incorporated within the US?  Guess what we are going to need to do for the Foreign Persons/entities, or any non-UA associated individuals or organizations (as a best practice)?  That’s right- RESTRICTED PARTY SCREENINGIf you see something about an agreement that looks like a restriction, you can ask SPCS about export control review…If you still have some red flags after these questions, contact UECP for assistance.  If we determine there are export control restrictions, we will have individuals complete training (as appropriate), create a Technology Control Plan, and provide guidance about any other aspects (shipping, hiring, agreements, travel) and apply for licenses when necessary.5 mins







Foreign Nationals: 
Visiting, Hiring, or Sponsoring 


1. Complete I-129 Form for 
H-1B or O Visas


2. Determine access to 
research


3. Conduct Restricted Party 
Screening- Visual 
Compliance


HIRE
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How many in the room have foreign visitors, hires, or sponsor DCCs?1. When you are hiring, complete the !-129 form which asks if the proposed employee would have access to export controlled materials.  If yes, or you are uncertain, contact UECP to determine if a license may be necessary.  If so, UECP will apply for the license.2.  When arranging for visitors, determine where visitor may go and work with department/college/UECP to confirm no restrictions.  Keep in mind that while it may not be planned for a visitor to visit a lab conducting export controlled research or housing EC items, it would be a best practice to inform others in the building of a foreign visitor.Remember- Having a visa doesn’t mean you can work on export-controlled research without a license!What do you think the last thing that should be done2 mins







Purchases & International Shipments


• Request Export Control Classification Number 
(ECCN) when purchasing equipment/software.


• Purchase Orders & P Card


• End-user certificates


• Restricted Party Screening



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Supporting documentation for equipment and software purchases may contain information about export controls.Some red flags here are- Vendor may state on invoice that the item may not be exported from the U.S. without a license.Purchasers may be asked to sign an export compliance certification (end-user certificate).International shipments should undergo restricted party screening for the location and the recipient.And of course, you should use Visual Compliance to screen vendors and any individuals or groups receiving shipments.3 mins







Vendors


1. Confirm no U.S. trade restrictions.
2. Confirm individuals and businesses are 


eligible to receive payments from U.S. 
banks.


Restricted Party Screening 
BEFORE 


arranging for services or purchasing items.


How do you do this??
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Conduct a Restricted Party Screening with Visual Compliance to screen international parties before arranging for services or purchasing items.2 mins







International Travel: 
When to Contact UECP


 Embargoed Locations
 Monetary Transactions
 Transporting Items
 Accessing export 


controlled information
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Presentation Notes

Need to write notes…Placed this one last because it was the one with most people feeling they knew application…2 mins







Information Technology


Restricted access to 
export-controlled data


Travel with clean laptop
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Presentation Notes

UECP works with IT Managers, UITS, PIs, to determine security measures for export-controlled data.Non-U.S. Persons cannot access servers, files, or folders that contain export-controlled data without a license or license exception.�EMAIL- encrypted!2 mins
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How are we doing? Are we ready for a quick review to see how I did today?







Which campus activities have 
EC implications?







Who should be screened?


• Sponsors
• Vendors
• Non-UA project personnel
• Parties involved in international 


collaborations and shipments
• New hires
• DCCs
• International Visitors
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Remember we use Visual Compliance to confirm that when we work with these parties it is legal to do so.







When should you contact UECP?







Thank you! 


It REALLY DOES take a village…
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It certainly takes a “village” to manage and coordinate export controls.  We know that we cannot do this without your support and assistance!�Questions?
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Kay Ellis Laura Provencher
(520) 626-2437 (520) 626-5865
ellisk@arizona.edu lprovenc@arizona.edu


Office email: export@arizona.edu


http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/export-control-program
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT EXPORT CONTROLS 
 
 What are export controls?  
U.S. export control laws and regulations consist of a broad, diverse, and complicated array of requirements 
that have varying and often surprising impacts on research and other activities being conducted.   These 
federal regulations not only affect items that are utilized by UA personnel, but can also affect whom the UA 
engages with on campus as well as around the world.  There are three primary agencies which govern 
export control laws and regulations: the U.S. Department of State Directorate of Defense Trade Controls; 
the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry and Security; and the U.S. Department of Treasury 
Office of Foreign Assets Control.   


 
 How do export control laws and regulations affect 


activities at the UA? 
Export control laws and regulations affect various University activities 
including, but not limited to: conducting research (sponsored and non-
sponsored), international travel, publishing research, procurement, hiring 
non-U.S. persons, sponsoring foreign persons (such as visiting scholars or 
post docs), collaborations with non-U.S. individuals or entities, international 
shipments, non-disclosure agreements, and certain services. 


 
 What is an export? 
An export is the transfer of export-controlled information, technical data, technology, commodities, 
software, or providing a defense service to a non-U.S. person or entity. An export can occur in a number of 
ways, such as; a physical shipment, hand-carrying an item out of the U.S., email transmission of data, 
presentations, discussions, visually accessing export-controlled data, etc.  


 
 What is a deemed export? 
A deemed export is the release or transmission in any form of export-controlled information or technology 
within the U.S. to anyone who is not a U.S. Person. 


 
 Who or what is considered a U.S. Person? 
A U.S. Person is an individual who is a citizen, a permanent resident 
alien of the United States, or who is a protected individual (e.g., has 
asylum status) as defined by 8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(3).  It is also any 
business entity incorporated to do business in the United States.   


 
 What is a foreign entity? 
A foreign entity is any corporation, business association, partnership, 
trust, society or any other entity or group that is not incorporated or 
organized to do business in the United States, as well as international 
organizations, foreign governments and any agency or subdivision of 
foreign governments. A person (even a U.S. citizen) is considered a foreign person if they work for or 
represent a foreign entity.  


 
 What is a Technology Control Plan (TCP)? 
A TCP is a protocol that outlines the procedures to secure certain export-controlled items (such as, 
technical data, materials, software or hardware) from unauthorized use, access and observation by non-
U.S. persons.  The University Export Control Program (UECP) staff, with assistance from the Principal 
Investigator (PI), will develop a TCP that is designed for the specific project.  The PI is the ultimate 
responsible party for adherence to the TCP by project personnel.  All project personnel listed on the TCP 
are required to complete export control training every two years.  The TCP remains in effect for as long as 
UA retains the export-controlled data or item, even if the project is over.  UECP will conduct an annual audit 
to ensure compliance with the TCP is being achieved. 







 


     


 What is “Technical Data” and “Technology”? 
Technical data is a term defined in the International Traffic in Arms Regulations 
(ITAR) as information, which is required for the design, development, production, 
manufacture, assembly, operation, repair, testing, maintenance or modification of 
defense articles and software directly related to defense articles. Technology is 
defined by the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) as specific information 
necessary for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of a product.  Technical 
data and technology may take the form of blueprints, drawings, manuals, models, 
specifications, tables, formulas, plans, instructions or documentation.  
 
 What is a restricted party? How do I ensure I am not collaborating with one? 
The U.S. government maintains lists of individuals or entities with whom the University and its employees 
may be prohibited by law, or require a license, to export to or engage with in business transactions. Such 
individuals may or may not be U.S. persons.  The UA subscribes to a third-party vendor called Visual 
Compliance to conduct Restricted Party Screening (RPS). For additional information see 
https://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/export-control-program/procedures-for-restricted-party-screenings.   
 


 What do I need to know when traveling outside the U.S.? 
UA faculty, staff, and students traveling internationally on behalf of UA for business, 
research, or other purposes are required to register well in advance of their departure 
(travel.arizona.edu).  In addition to obtaining UA approval, the traveler may require a 
license, license exception/exemption, or other guidance in order to hand-carry items 
abroad, access data, interact with certain persons, speak at a conference, conduct 


research, provide training or other services, or engage in other UA related activities.   
 
 What do I need to know about international shipments and purchases? 
Depending on the item, export control laws and regulations may require security protocols (such as a TCP) 
to be in place before the item arrives on campus or is released for use.  Items intended to be shipped 
outside the U.S. must be evaluated and coordinated by UECP.  If a license to export the item is required, 
UECP will apply for such government authorizations.   
 
 Is export control training available? 
Yes! UA faculty, staff and students can take any of the export control training modules available through the 
UAccess Learning system or the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) Program.  For more 
information on the modules available and how to access these resources, visit our training webpage at 
https://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/export-control-program/export-control-training.  
 
 
 


UA Export Control Program (UECP) 
export@arizona.edu  


View our website at https://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/export-control-program 
 


Kay Ellis 
Director, Export Control Program 


(520) 626 – 2437 
ellisk@arizona.edu  


Laura Provencher 
Analyst, Export Control Program 


(520) 622 – 5865 
lprovenc@arizona.edu  
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		 What are export controls?






 


 


 
UA EXPORT CONTROL PROGRAM (UECP) 


 


INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 
 
UA students, faculty, and staff traveling internationally on behalf of UA for business, research or other purposes 
are required to register at travel.arizona.edu and provide information concerning their travels. 
 
Consider the following before traveling outside the U.S.: 


 What type of equipment, data or software might you take?  
The U.S. government has export restrictions on certain items.  Consult with UECP to determine if your 
equipment, materials, data, or software is subject to these restrictions.  If necessary, UECP will obtain 
export licenses, license exceptions or assist with other requirements and recommendations to facilitate 
your travels.  Traveling with a “clean” laptop is recommended. 
 


 What type of information do you plan to access while abroad? 
Check with UECP before traveling with any information that is not publicly available.  Documentation such 
as an export license or license exception could be required even to access information via email or 
through VPN.  Appropriate steps should be taken to protect your research and access to UA systems. 


 


 Where are you traveling?   
Depending on your destination(s), authorization from the U.S. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control 
(OFAC) may be required.  Travel to an embargoed/sanctioned country (such as Iran and Cuba) may 
require prior authorization.  If travel to an embargoed country is for personal reasons, no University 
equipment may be taken and no University business should be conducted without prior authorization.  
Most activities involving Iran (even remotely) require prior authorization. 
 


 With whom will you collaborate, associate, or do business during your travel?  
To avoid engaging with a prohibited/denied party, prior to travel, non-UA personnel should be screened 
using Visual Compliance, a web-based tool that UA uses to conduct restricted party screenings.  A 
Department Administrator or UECP can assist with conducting screenings.   
 


 Will you provide any assistance or services applicable to an ITAR controlled project or article?   
UECP will obtain authorization (prior to departure) from the U.S. Department of State. 
 


 How will you safeguard research? 
The research that occurs at the University of Arizona is interesting, innovative, often of high value and 
needs protecting even if it is not subject to export control restrictions.  While traveling, in addition to 
protecting your research, your professional and personal campus connections might also be considered of 
great value and of interest.  Take steps to protect your information, access to UA systems, and report to 
your department administration any concerns or peculiarities that emerge.  
 


Address any export control issues well in advance of departure. 
 


UA Export Control Program (UECP) 
export@arizona.edu  


https://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/export-control-program 
      
     Kay Ellis 
     Director, Export Control Program 
     (520) 626 – 2437 
     ellisk@arizona.edu  


                                
                                Laura Provencher 


                             Analyst, Export Control Program 
                                (520) 622 – 5865 


             lprovenc@arizona.edu  
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